My goal... leveraging social media to make a difference.

Getting to know myself...
As a Psychology major, I'd never held an internship in a corporate setting.

Last summer, I networked with a Washington University student who had been a Google BOLD intern. He introduced me to the Google recruiter.

While waiting for a response from Google, I attended the Career Fair and on-campus interviews, just in case.

Bringing my story to life...
My work at Google allowed me to apply my interest in strategic thinking as well as the user experience. I also had the opportunity to prepare and present a pitch to Bare Essentials. In both instances, I learned a lot. Above all, I learned how to create ideas that stick.

Up next... Thanks to my internship, I have a sense where my career may take me. Ideally, back to Google.

FROM PASSION SPRINGS PURPOSE
"Be proactive. People won’t give you opportunities – you have to ask for and earn them." Alyx’s Career Tip

4x Students who work with the Career Center four+ times a semester are more likely to receive a job offer than those who visit once.

THIS WEEK’S OPPORTUNITIES
HUGE Prophet
Flight Safety International MTV Networks
BJC HealthCare Google
WH Trading Apple
Mercer Microsoft
Epic Systems Corporation Ascension Health

EVENTS
Oct. 17 - Oct. 31 Winter Party Invitation Student Design Contest
October 25 Finding an Opportunity Abroad
October 26 Carney Sandoe & Associates Info Session
October 27 Creative Artists Agency Info Session

For more information visit careercenter.wustl.edu.